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ALL4 has acquired Whatcom Environmental, located in Bellingham, WA. Whatcom Environmental has 

provided compliance and remediation services to the regulated industry for over 25 years. Established in 

2002, ALL4 is a consulting company with 250 professionals focused on environmental, health, safety, 

sustainability, and digital solutions. 

 

All4 LLC (ALL4), a leader in environmental, health, safety, sustainability, and digital consulting services, is 

excited to announce the acquisition of Whatcom Environmental Services Inc., located in Bellingham, WA. 

Whatcom Environmental has provided regulatory compliance and remediation solutions in air, water, waste, 

and soil to clients in the Pacific Northwest for over 25 years. The team is a mix of consultants and field 

technicians, who collectively provide compliance, sampling, and analytical services to clients. 

 

"The addition of a premium consulting team in Washington is another step in ALL4's growth and a great 

addition to our award-winning culture. We are looking forward to connecting our new Pacific Northwest 

clients with additional technical expertise and bringing our regulatory knowledge to a geographic region with 

a quickly evolving regulatory and policy landscape," said Colin McCall, Chief Technical Officer of ALL4. 

 

Eric Libolt, Vice President of Whatcom Environmental, echoes the mutual goals of the integration of teams, 

"This is a great opportunity for us to supplement the services offered to our clients and to be a local partner 

and resource to ALL4's clientele." 

 

This marks ALL4's fourth acquisition and represents a significant step in ALL4's objective to provide strategic 

solutions to the regulated community throughout the country. ALL4's Chief Executive Officer William Straub 

notes, "ALL4's approach to acquisitions has been to focus on companies with technical experts in expanding 

markets who have long-standing and strong client relationships. We look forward to growing clients in the 

Pacific Northwest and broadening the depth of our EHS services with clients throughout the U.S." 

 

The addition of Whatcom Environmental brings ALL4 to 250 professionals who serve the regulated 

community in a wide range of industries. 

 

Link to original press release: 

https://www.prweb.com/releases/all4-expands-into-pacific-northwest-with-whatcom-environmental-

acquisition-302026262.html  
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